State Motto: "Under __, the people rule"

Home to Wind __ National Park and Jewel Cave National Monument

Homestake Mine in the town of Lead was one of the world's largest __ mines

Harney __ is the highest point in the state at 7,242 feet

The Sioux used the legendary herds of __ for food, clothing, and shelter

Many tribes of the __ Nation lived in the area for hundreds of years

The geographical __ of the United States is located in Belle Fourche

Badlands National Park has __ beds dating to 23-35 million years ago

The "Corn ___" in Mitchell celebrates the state's agricultural history

The state capital, in the center of the state, on the Missouri River

The endangered black-footed ferret was once common on the Great __

L. Frank Baum wrote "The ___ of Oz" while living in Aberdeen in 1900

Bordered by: __, Wyoming, Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, and North Dakota

The state has wide temperature variations between the different __

Home to one of the largest motorcycle rallies in the world every August

Fort Pierre, built in 1832, was a major trading post for the __ Fur Company

The __ are colorful, erosion-formed hills where rattlesnakes and bison live

Wild Bill Hickok was shot in the notorious town of __ while playing poker

Settlers and residents have faced several periods of drought and __

Became the __ state on November 2, 1889, the same day as North Dakota

The __ River and the Lewis and Clark Trail pass through the state's center

A world-famous tourist destination, __ sells its unique "Jackalopes"

Was part of the __ Purchase of 1803, later explored by Lewis and Clark

Largest cities: Sioux Falls, __, Aberdeen, Watertown, and Brookings

In the 1870s, gold brought many settlers to the ___ in the west

Korczak Ziolkowski started a mountain carving of Chief __ in 1939

At __, Lakota Sioux defended against the cavalry with tragic results

Sculpture of Presidents Washington, Jefferson, T. Roosevelt, and Lincoln
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